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Abstract: It is a valuable talent resource for university student to comprehensively promote thelaw 
and orde and build a socialist country ruled by law, and it is the future of the nation. Improving 
university student' legal literacy is an important factor affecting the process of comprehensively 
governing the country according to law, which has profound practical significance for promoting 
the construction of a country ruled by law.The course “Ideological and ideology and moralityl 
Cultivation and Legal Basis” (hereinafter referred to as “Basic”) is the starting point of the course to 
cultivate university student' legal literacy. Colleges and universities should fully understand the 
practical significance of cultivating university student' legal literacy, and attach importance to the 
necessity and feasibility of the publicity and education function of the “basic” curriculum platform. 
And focus on promoting the education of non-law major university student on the concept oflaw 
and orde to improve their legal literacy.This paper analyzes the great significance of the ideological, 
ideology and moralityl and legal foundation of university student for the future social impact, and 
explains the policy and significance of strengthening the propaganda and education of “basic” 
courses for current university student, as well as the problems and solutions of current ideology and 
moralityl and legal education. It is hoped to provide ideas for strengthening the concept of thelaw 
and orde for the whole people and promoting the construction of a law-based society. Through the 
training of legal rules, university student' awareness of rules can be cultivated. 

1. Introduction 
The new era is an era in which all Chinese people strive to realize the great rejuvenation of the 

Chinese nation's Chinese dream. Young university student are senior intellectuals among Chinese 
citizens, the backbone of China's socialist construction in the future, and witnesses and important 
participants in the process of realizing the Chinese dream [1].It is the future of the nation and the 
hope of the country for university student. university student' time in school is just the key period 
for them to form their values and outlook on life. In the new era of socialism with Chinese 
characteristics, cultivating university student' legal literacy has profound practical significance for 
promoting university student to form a correct world outlook and promoting the legal construction 
of the whole society. The construction of thelaw and orde in China needs to cultivate not only legal 
professionals, but also more citizens with legal literacy. The so-called legal literacy refers to 
people's quality, accomplishment and ability by learning legal knowledge, understanding the 
essence of law, using legal thinking, safeguarding rights and fulfilling obligations according to law 
[2-3]. The initial educational arrangement of the university for students directly affects the 
cognition of university student on their study and life and the formation of their basic values. 
Therefore, it is necessary to give full play to the role of ideological and political theory courses, 
especially the course of “Ideological and ideology and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis”, in 
publicizing and educating university student on thelaw and orde, to help them establish the concept 
oflaw and orde, to improve their legal literacy and to cultivate their thinking on thelaw and orde. 

At present, most colleges and universities mainly carry out the education of the concept oflaw 
and orde for non-law majors through the teaching of law in the course of Ideological and ideology 
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and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis. There is still a big gap between the teaching effect and 
the requirement of ruling the country by law for university student, and the education of the concept 
oflaw and orde for university student needs to be further strengthened and improved. Give full play 
to the role of “basic” course teaching platform for all university student, improve the effectiveness 
of course teaching, and constantly improve university student' legal literacy. Cultivating university 
student' legal literacy not only conforms to the development requirements of the new era, but also 
conforms to the development direction of legal education in colleges and universities. This study 
tries to give full play to the role of “basic” courses in cultivating university student' legal literacy, 
and explore the path of “basic” courses in cultivating university student' legal literacy. 

2. Practical Significance of “Basic” Course in Cultivating University Student' Legal Literacy 
2.1 The Significance of University Student' Legal Literacy to the Modernization of 
Governance Ability 

University student' legal literacy refers to their quality, accomplishment and ability to learn legal 
knowledge, understand the essence of law, use legal thinking, safeguard their rights and fulfill their 
obligations according to law through education and self-education. To understand the cultivation of 
university student' legal literacy, we should focus on the relationship among the cultivation of 
university student' legal literacy, legal literacy and legal literacy. From the perspective of 
institutional system, the legal system is an important aspect of the national system, serving and 
regulating the operation of the national system. Thelaw and orde system is the core project of the 
national governance system, and thelaw and orde is the most reliable and stable governance [4]. 
From the basic level of national quality, to realize the modernization of state governance, we must 
cultivate citizens of the new era with modern civilization, especially thelaw and orde. The course 
“ideology and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis” is an important part of the curriculum system 
of ideological and political theory courses in colleges and universities, which covers the ideological 
cultivation, ideology and moralityl quality and legal quality that university student should have 
when they grow up. It is a course that guides university student to grow up with Marxist theory, and 
a required course to cultivate university student' legal quality, improve their personality and shape 
their souls. The course of “Ideological and ideology and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis” is 
so important that it is necessary for us to give full play to the role of “Basic” course in publicizing 
and educating university student on thelaw and orde. The course “ideology and moralityl 
Cultivation and Legal Basis” is an important part of the curriculum system of ideological and 
political theory courses in colleges and universities, which covers the ideological cultivation, 
ideology and moralityl quality and legal quality that university student should have when they grow 
up. It is a course that guides university student to grow up with Marxist theory, and it is necessary 
to give full play to the role of the “basic” course in publicizing and educating university student on 
thelaw and orde. To cultivate university student' legal literacy, it is necessary to popularize 
knowledge of thelaw and orde, help university student to establish legal concepts, form awareness 
of thelaw and orde, identify with legal spirit, build legal feelings, generate self-confidence of legal 
culture, and improve their ability to apply the law [5]. Therefore, it is of great significance to study 
the course “Ideological and ideology and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis” to cultivate 
university student' legal literacy in both theoretical and practical aspects. 

2.2 Cultivating University Student' Legal Literacy is a Strategic Requirement for Colleges 
and Universities to Adapt to Talent Development 

The new era is the era oflaw and orde, which requires higher and higher legal literacy of 
university student. Colleges and universities should be keen to adapt to the new requirements of the 
development of the times for talents, take advantage of the trend, and strengthen the cultivation of 
university student' legal literacy. At present, some university student have a weak concept of thelaw 
and orde. Many university student have a serious utilitarian tendency in the study of legal 
knowledge. They don't regard strengthening the concept of socialistlaw and orde as their learning 
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purpose, attach importance to the practical knowledge of departmental law, and ignore the 
knowledge of jurisprudence and constitution that have little connection with real life. As a special 
social organization, colleges and universities have the functions of personnel training, scientific 
research, social service and cultural inheritance. From the personal perspective of university student, 
with the development of society and the progress of the times, the construction of socialist legal 
system and legal system with Chinese characteristics will be constantly improved, and legal literacy 
has become the most competitive ability of university student in the new era to a certain extent. The 
cultivation of university student' legal literacy is different from the cultivation of university student' 
legal literacy and legal literacy, and there is a progressive relationship between them. 

The cultivation of university student' legal literacy emphasizes the state and degree of respecting 
the law, learning the law, using it and abiding by the law, focusing on the protection of university 
student' rights and the fulfillment of their obligations. The cultivation of university student' legal 
literacy is based on the cultivation of legal literacy. Through the improvement of the static legal 
system, it highlights the passive obedience of university student to legal regulations, the 
maintenance of legal order and the recognition of legal authority, and the adaptability of colleges 
and universities to talent development. Since the society and the times have given university student 
higher requirements for thelaw and orde, university student should master the necessary legal 
knowledge, correctly understand the principle and spirit of thelaw and orde, develop thelaw and 
orde thinking, form the habit of dealing with affairs according to law, identify all kinds of illegal 
behaviors in society, have a strong sense of identity and belonging to the construction of 
socialistlaw and orde, and improve their ability to use legal rights [6]. Become a qualified builder 
and reliable successor of the future socialist cause. 

3. The Realistic Dilemma of “Basic” Course to Cultivate University Student' Legal Literacy 
3.1 Overall Legal Literacy of University Student 

Judging from the age structure and growing environment of university student, most “post-00” 
university student have superior family material conditions, and there are many only children, so it 
is normal to be spoiled. Basically, from school to school, university student have few opportunities 
to contact with the society, lack of social experience, weak ability to deal with problems 
independently, easy to “know the law”, “don't know the law” and “not afraid of the law” and take 
the initiative to break the law, and easy to be deceived because of their weak awareness of 
prevention. university student are often cheated in civil activities such as online shopping and 
tutoring. Many students can't correctly understand the university student' mental health problems 
about the significance of ruling the country according to law, democracy and dictatorship, 
democracy and legal system, freedom and discipline, and the relationship between rights and 
obligations. There is a disconnect between China's education and ideology and moralityl education, 
how to link up school education, family education and social education, and their consciousness of 
knowing the law, abiding by the law and using it is not enough. 

However, the lack of awareness of legal belief and legal authority will inevitably affect 
university student' respect, trust and recognition of the current law. The reason why some university 
student go into the abyss of crime is not only the lack of legal knowledge, but also the lack of 
concept oflaw and orde and legal belief. Without the support of the concept oflaw and orde, they 
have lost their respect and trust for the law, and some of them still can't stand the temptation of 
selfish desires and break the law or commit crimes [7]. No matter how many problems there are, it 
is an indisputable fact that university student' psychological immaturity leads to their weak 
awareness of thelaw and orde[8]. The fundamental reason is that common legal knowledge is scarce, 
their ability to deal with law-related problems is weak, and their legal literacy obviously can't adapt 
to the tasks entrusted to university student in the new era. The situation of university student' legal 
literacy is shown in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1 Status of University Student' Legal Literacy 

3.2 Methods of Cultivating University Student' Legal Literacy in Basic Course 
It is not enough to give full play to the role of “Basic” course in publicizing thelaw and orde for 

university student. We also need to use a large number of vivid examples, and use cases as a 
starting point to create specific situations, so that students can perceive and realize that law is 
everywhere in their lives, so as to enhance students' awareness of law-abiding, law-abiding, 
especially usage; “Basic” course focuses on practical and applied education, emphasizing the unity 
of university student' knowledge and action[9-10]. 

IThelaw and orde is the basic way of governing the country. It guides and educates people to 
achieve effective social governance and maintain social harmony and stability by publishing legal 
norms and making use of people's nature of seeking advantages and avoiding disadvantages. On the 
one hand, law is the most basic ideology and moralitylity, and it plays a promoting role in ideology 
and moralityl construction. On the other hand, ideology and moralitylity nourishes the spirit of 
thelaw and orde and plays a supporting role in thelaw and orde culture. Law and ideology and 
moralitylity complement each other, whilelaw and orde and rule of virtue complement each other. 
Therefore, the course of “Ideological and ideology and moralityl Cultivation and Legal Basis”, 
which covers three aspects: improving university student' ideological cultivation, cultivating their 
ideology and moralityl quality and establishing their thinking oflaw and orde, is a three-pronged 
approach, enhancing university student' concept oflaw and orde, and its effectiveness is 
significantly enhanced. Third, make full use of the “basic” course to the university. 

The open legal education model for university student. The so-called open model oflaw and orde 
education is put forward in view of the current single-rigid model oflaw and orde education. The 
first step of the open education model is to separate the “legal basis” from the existing “basic” 
course system, and return the legal education to the legal field instead of forcibly kneading it 
together. 

Under the background of comprehensively governing the country according to law, this paper 
discusses how to cultivate university student' legal literacy in basic courses, and determines four 
main objectives of cultivating university student' legal literacy in combination with the teaching 
objectives, textbook contents and value provisions of basic courses: learning law-mastering basic 
knowledge of law and abiding by the law-developing rational awareness and respect for the 
law-establishing socialist belief and usage of thelaw and orde-improving the ability to apply the law, 
and cultivating objective visualization. Based on the “basic” course and empirical analysis, the 
concrete path of cultivating university student' legal literacy in the “basic” course is constructed, 
and the effectiveness of the “basic” course teaching is enhanced. 
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4. Conclusions 
Law is written ideology and moralitylity, and ideology and moralitylity comes from people's 

inner support and sincere belief. When law and ideology and moralityl rules are internalized into 
people's legal literacy and ideological and ideology and moralityl quality, colleges and universities 
that are also interrelated and mutually promote each other have been pushing forward the teaching 
reform of ideological and political theory courses, but the effect of law education for university 
student in “basic” courses is still not obvious. 

How to further strengthen the basic course to cultivate university student' legal literacy is an 
important mission of the basic course. This paper puts forward a strategic orientation from the 
textbook chapters of the basic course. It is necessary to insist on popularizing the law and abiding 
by the law as the long-term basic work of governing the country according to law, and it is 
particularly important to give full play to the propaganda role of the basic course to university 
student' legal literacy. Only university student' awareness of thelaw and orde and concept of thelaw 
and orde are enhanced. The awareness and concept of thelaw and orde of the people related to 
university student can be improved. This paper discusses the specific path from the perspective of 
transforming the teaching material system into the teaching system, hoping to bring a new 
understanding to this topic and provide a new perspective for the reform and development of 
university student'law and orde education in the new era in China. 
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